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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Globalization affects how international business is done. More and more, firms selling goods and ser-

vices are planning and using assets on the basis of the maximum mobilization for increasing sales,

gaining market share, and increasing profit. The gamut of corporate strategies to achieve these goals

affects manufacturing, distribution, marketing, R&D, financial controls, and the variety of decisions

needed to compete in a global marketplace.

The United States has benefitted greatly from the move to global thinking and behavior in busi-

ness. The economy is strong and improving, unemployment and inflation are low, and equity mar-

kets remain strong.

As more firms adopt global thinking, they confront a complex and contested dimension of glob-

alization of business, namely international personnel movement. To open new markets, to employ

personnel with needed linguistic and cultural knowledge, to access executives and managers with
experience and know-how in running international operations or export-oriented programs, to move

R&D personnel to develop or implement emerging technology, and to recruit new highly skilled sci-

entists and engineers in knowledge-based industries all require new or expanded human resource ini-
tiatives. And all involve dealing with complex immigration law.

This study reports on the perceptions and

firms in the Unites States, in many economic

underscores the changed nature of international

to look to a global labor market for many of the

in the current business environment.

experiences of a number of large, globally-oriented

sectors and many geographic regions. The report

or global business and explains the basis of the need

skills and experience needed to successfully compete

U.S. immigration law, however, still retains underlying assumptions that are out of touch with
implications of the economics of increasing returns, the dynamism underlying knowledge-based

goods and services industries, and the realities of firms competing in the global market place.

Immigration law and recent immigration proposals from Congress assume that a country, especially a

large country like the United States, ought to be self-sufficient in labor. Temporary or permanent
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migration for business purposes is perceived as a necessary evil at best and needs to be constantly guard-

ed against lest 'American jobs" are lost. The truth is that permanent and temporary skilled migration
is important to start-up firms, innovation, new technology development and transfer, and the complex

goal of penetrating new overseas markets with U.S. goods and services.

The presumption of national labor self sufficiency leads to immigration laws to protect the domes-

tic labor markets. Immigration laws are like tariff and non-tariff barriers in trade. Whereas tariff and

non-tariff barriers provide an indirect subsidy to domestic firms, immigration laws provide an indirect

subsidy to domestic labor. While there are many reasons for regulating immigration, such regulation

is not without costs for the economy and society.

The report focuses especially on firms' experience with non-immigrant visas which permit foreign

nationals with executive, managerial, or scientific and other high skill levels to come to the United

States or be recruited after graduating from U.S. graduate programs. Firms also have programs for

training employees from overseas operations or subsidiaries in financial controls, facilities maintenance,

and other areas to ensure uniformity and controls in global operations.

The three major programs for bringing temporary migrants with advanced skills or for corporate

training include: J visa programs for training, intracompany transfers (L and E visas) for those filling
specific jobs that will also provide them with broadened experience within a firm; and a program, called

the H-lB visa, that permits the hiring of highly skilled professionals to work primarily in R&D and

other occupations requiring advanced training or experience.

The availability of these visa programs as currently constructed has developed over time in response

to business needs to operate globally. Nevertheless, some of them are hampered by regulations that are

cumbersome, delays in processing, and inconsistencies within and between agencies. tmporary visas

for the highly skilled and corporate training are also periodically threatened with proposals to curtail

their use by limiting access or charging taxes to use them.

The human resource professionals from the firms that participated in this study talked about the

necessity of these visa programs to meet corporate goals and remain competitive. They frequently

emphasized that their firms had as many or more U.S. citizens overseas and that government restric-

tions on movement to the United States might well be met with similar moves by other countries

affecting U.S. nationals. Many emphasized the great resource represented by American universities

and the skilled people, often foreign nationals, graduating from their advanced degree programs. The

interviewees were also asked to comment on problems they had with the implementation of the visa

programs. All recognized the need for oversight and were willing to comply with reasonable requests,

even when onerous. Those with J visa programs, for example, talked of the amount of work required

to gain approval for a J visa training program and the high maintenance for human resource depart-

ments to make sure all participants are in compliance. What was problematic were delays in respons-
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es, unpredictability of responses to applications, and the arbitrary numerical cap on H-18 visas that
would make personnel planning and recruitment difficult, if not impossible. Firms also had sugges-

tions, such as permitting spouses of intracompany transferees to work if their country permitted U.S.
citizens on similar temporary visa to work. Employment opportunities for spouses would increase the
pool of employees available for international assignments, a large and growing issue in the age of two-
career families.

The report ends with a series of recommendations to reduce delay and inconsistency, to permit
reciprocity in spousal employment, and to eliminate from immigration processes unneeded steps that
add no particular protections to U.S. society.

The increased use of temporary visas for international personnel movement and the labor force

dynamics of knowledge-based economic activities reflect the realities of the contemporary global mar-

ketplace. Changes in international personnel movement are here to stay. Immigration law needs to
emphasize the facilitation of international personnel movement consonant with the needs of interna-
tional business, as well as to protect domestic labor markets. American labor self sufficiency is no

longer descriptively accurate (if it ever was) and, given the nature of knowledge-based industries, is a

self-defeating norm.

The picture that emerges from the interviews and analysis reported on here is a system that gen-

erally works well, with a number of significant deficiencies and inefficiencies, but which is not well
understood by the general public or most policy makers. Global business has changed the U,S. econ-

omy and the policy world needs to catch up with the way the business world now works.



PREFACE

The effect of globalizing markets on corporate personnel strategies and behaviors stirred little public
or governmental debate in the United States until competition for high-tech jobs also became clear-

ly global in the last decade. By that time, multinational firms had already begun to put in place

human resource policies and practices suited to meet the demands of firms operating in a global econ-

omy and marketplace.

During the 1960s, major changes began in human resource management in internationally-ori-

ented firms. Larger and larger numbers of highly-skilled managers, scientists, engineers, and other
professionals entered the United States on nonimmigrant visas to live and work for extended periods
(typically two or more years) for both U.S. firms and foreign firms. In internationally-oriented,
multinational, or global firms, some personnel are relocated outside their own country of citizenship

to work for their company, a subsidiary, or affiliate. In addition, joint ventures often require inter-
national transfer of personnel.

Although not the only reason, change in corporate structures due to mergers, acquisitions, or
expansion into export markets leads to increased international personnel movement. Increasing

reliance on knowledge as a critical economic ingredient also requires that people who create, manip-

ulate, and apply information move. Knowledge-based industry puts a premium on the timely devel-

opment of knowledge and the introduction of knowledge-related products. White knowledge assets

can be protected through patents and copyright, time is always a critical ingredient in a marketing

strategy when research and development affect profitability and market share.

For the past three decades, immigration debate in the United States has included employment-
related immigration. The discussion generally has focused on permanent settlers, with only passing

attention being given, until recently, to temporary migration of the highly skilled. Temporary migra-
tion usually carries the connotation of lower-skilled agricultural workers of the Bracero-era, when tens

and hundreds of thousands of mainly Mexican workers joined the annual migrant streams harvesting

crops on both coasts. Until recently, most U.S. debate about temporary migration typically focused

on agricultural labor programs and overlooked the temporary migration of professional and techni-

13
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cal workers on nonimmigrant visas. White the nature of the economy changed and globalization
altered firms' structure and behavior, the immigration debate continued as if such changes had not
occurred or had little to do with policy assumptions or content.

This report seeks to widen the debate on immigration policy. It details an exploratory study of
firms' behavior and thinking about the movement of international personnel in the context of U.S.
immigration policy. It focuses particularly on nonimmigrant visa use. It relies on in-depth interviews
with persons in firms that have significant movement of international personnel. As an exploratory
study, its goal is not to provide definitive answers to policy issues. Rather it seeks to illuminate what
is actually being done by large, mainstream corporations to meet their perceived personnel needs, to
raise questions about the assumptions and content of U.S. immigration policy, and to broaden the
participation of firms in immigration discussion in the United States.

The report is divided into three sections. The first section includes two chapters. Chapter 1 pro-
vides a short background on current immigration policy regarding employment-related immigration.
with an emphasis on nonimmigrant policy. This chapter contains information on the growth in the
use of nonimmigrant visas in the U.S. Chapter 2 discusses changes in the economy that are due to
the rise in knowledge-based activities, and the implications of these changes for personnel recruitmenr
and retention by firms and for the human resource strategies of firms.

In the second section, Chapters 3, 4, and 5 detail the three main programs using four tvpes of
nonimmigrant visas that firms operate to move international personnel. These are exchange visitor
programs for training staff (J visas); intracompany transferee programs (L and E visas); and recruir-
ment of highly-skilled personnel (H-1B visas). The emphasis in these chapters is on what the inter-
viewed companies reported they do, the concerns they have, the "fit" between corporate perceptions
of need and policy institutionalized in laq the actual operation or implementation of law from the
firms' vantage points, and the firms' relations with federal agencies.

This section conveys information gathered in the interviews with firms about their current prac-

tices. It documents the views and perceptions of large firms, from a variety of sectors and geograph-

ical locations, about the relation of immigration to international personnel movement in multina-
tional and global firms. The interviews raise pertinent issues rather than give definitive answers, clar-
ify important viewpoints of key actors, and seek to initiate wider participation in the civic debate
about business immigration, especially about high-skilled migration using temporary, nonimmigrant
visas.

The third section begins with Chapter 6, in which conclusions are drawn from the preceding dis-

cussion. It ends with recommendations in Chapter 7 about the future course of discussion and some

modest suggestions for changes to current immigration law.
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CHAPTER 1

I.J.S. IMMIGRATION LAW AND EMPLOYMENT
MIGRATION



When U.S. citizens and even members of Congress think of immigration, they usually picture people
coming to settle permanently in the United States. Legal immigrants generally seek to be reunited with
relatives, to escape persecution as refugees, or in some cases to bring needed skills or extraordinary talents.
The word "immigration may also conjure up images of illegal migrants working in agriculture, as domes-
tics, in sweatshops, or in other low-paying, dead-end jobs.

Recent developments like Proposition 187 in California and the immigrant provisions of the 1g9O

welfare reform bill indicate that opposition to immigration has increased. To many, immigration in gen-
eral, and especially illegal migration, seems out of control. Due to factors such as the slow and uneven
economic recovery of the late 1980s and early 1990s; uncertainties caused by downsizing, mergers, and
acquisitions; ahd the pressures of competition on employment resulting from international trade agree-

ments like NAFTA, many Americans have concluded that we need to narrow or even close the immi-
gration door. Why, they ask, do we need immigrants today? Even if we are open to some family reunion
and sympathize with desperately fearful refugees, surely we do not need to bring in more people to com-
pete for'American jobs. "

The United States ended its more or less open door policy on migration around World War L In the
1920s, we put ceilings on migration, primarily by limiting the number of immigrants to be permanent-
ly settled by country of birth. The "national origins quota system" was rooted in ideas of the relative
worth of different racial and ethnic groups. The system never worked as envisioned and it had negative
implications for U.S. foreign relations with powerful allies and foes. In addition, it really ran counter to
American ideals of equality of treatment, opportunity, and individual dignity. The system was finally
abandoned in the mid-1960s. Its replacement emphasized family relationships, with a minority portion
(about 20 percent) of immigrant visas reserved for highly-skilled workers or for those with abilities that
were in short supply, and for the families of such workers.

Organized labor, in exchange for its political support in 1965 of this newway to choose perma-
nent immigrants, demanded procedures to make sure that employer-sponsored immigrants did not
take jobs from Americans. The labor certification procedures, as they are called, require the applicant
for an immigrant visa to provide evidence of training or academic degrees, recognition of high
achievement, or pertinent experience. Employers must advertise and give other evidence of recruit-

19
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ment appropriate for the job, and they must document that no qualified U.S. applicants are available.

Employers must also give proof that wages and working conditions are equivalent to standards for
Americans in such positions.

The regulations and procedures are extraordinarily complicated, and they have gone through
many alterations in the thirty years since their first enactment. The policy thrust is to protect

American workers by making sure the applicants are qualified, that no qualified Americans are avail-

able to fill the jobs, that the job requirements are reasonably related to the tasks to be performed, and

that U.S. wages and working conditions are not undercut.

The imposition of labor certification procedures made apparent a fundamental assumption of
immigration policy: a country, especially a large country like the United States, ought to be general-

ly self-sufficient in labor. In other words, ordinarily the United States should produce enough work-

ers with the variety of skills needed to meet its own labor demands. Occasionaily there may be a bot-

tleneck in some occupation, or a demand may develop for some unusual or esoteric skill that can be

met by importing labor until this country can train its own. In addition, there may be a person of
such outstanding ability, say in the arts or science, that his or her skills would not compete with those

of American workers and who would enhance the United States or any country where he or she might

settle. These exceptions apart, current immigration policy implies that there should be little call for
immigration to meet employment needs. Gmporary shortages or bottlenecks should clarify oppor-

tunities to train or retrain American workers to meet emerging demands for workers in the economy.

The substitution in 1965 of family and labor criteria for national origins in immigration law led

to many changes in the size, country of origin, and skill mix of immigrants. Another change was an

increase in the involvement of the legal profession in advising and working with visa applicants and

their sponsors. The involvement of the legal profession increased in large part because of the institu-

tionalization of labor certification and the need to develop, clarify, and comply with the detailed reg-

ulations and complex procedures of a totally new process.

The limited number of visas and the cumbersome visa process led firms to realize that the nor-

mal movement of international personnel in multinational corporations even at that time was being

stifled. By the late 1960s, companies with international marketing, manufacturing, and distribution
activities were already moving personnel within the firms to other countries as part and parcel of their

career development. International movement of personnel in business has grown enormously in the

intervening quarter of a century.

Prior to the ending of the national origins quotas in 1965, intracompany personnel moves of for-

eigners in America-based firms were typically made by having the employee obtain an immigrant visa.

Most of those involved were from countries with large quotas or from Canada and other Western

Hemisphere countries that had no numerical limit. The 1965.Immigration Act ended such advan-
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tages for citizens of many European countries. The 1965 Act also introduced new requirements for
immigration from Western Hemisphere countries, including compelling labor certification for all
applicants except immediate relatives. The 1965 law resulted in long waiting lines from neighbors in
North and South America. A major contributor to delays, in addition to visa availability, was the new
labor certification procedures.

At the urging of business, Congress m 1970 approved a nonimmigrant visa category fbr intra-
company transferees, the L visa, which was designed to address unintended consequences of the 1965

immigration law. Public Law 9I-225, passed by Congress in 1970, solved the problem for U.S. firms
by creating a nonimmigrant category for employees with a year or more overseas experience in an

executive or managerial position, or with specialized knowledge, to enter and continue service in the

same company, a subsidiary, or an affillate in the U.S. Tne L visa program has since been modified
so that firms that move a significant number of employees within company operations can get blan-

ket approval for positions in which intracompany transfers are typically made. This permits a speed-

ier and simpler process to get visa approval. For transferees not on a company's blanket list, the
process is more complicated and getting an approval for a visa takes longer, as it does for companies

without a blanket approval program.

The same law, Public Law 9I-225, allowed foreign professionals on temporary visas to fill perma-

nent jobs in the U.S. Prior to that, temporary visa holders were supposed to fill only temporary jobs

with a definite time span. The law, in effect, recognized that shortages in critical occupations could

occur at the entry level in specialized and skilled occupations. The specific issue at the time was avail-

ability of nurses. Since then, however, the high technology sector and its applications in business, and

knowledge-based industries in general, have been characterized by high demand for entry level profes-

sionals. These persons generally are permitted to work and reside temporarily with an H-1B visa.

U.S. citizens with the requisite training and skill may not be available in the numbers needed year

after year. As one respondent noted: "We are producing the best [at American universities] . It just so

happens about half are foreign nationals." The firms interviewed often expressed admiration for the

great resource represented by the American university system and frustration at the difficulties and con-

troversies involved in tapping that resource because of immigration laws,

Immigration law contains provisions to facilitate the entry of people other than intracompany trans-

ferees who will live and even work in the United States for long periods, usually for more than a year.

These include undergraduate and graduate students who study primarily, but sometimes are involved in
practical training. It includes exchange visitors, a category designed originally to accommodate

advanced degree holders in medicine and other sciences, as well as researchers and scholars at universi-
ties, government laboratories, and other non-profit research centers. Nonimmigrant visas are also avail-

able for foreign journalists and employees of international organizations like the United Nations or
World Bank. And there is a nonimmigrant category for outstanding individuals who come to work for
a time, in educational, cultural, or scientific work, as well as in athletics, entertainment, and artistic
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endeavors' For example, a distinguished professor may come to take up a post while on sabbatical or
for an even longer period. As part of the recruiting process, a renowned conductor may be hired to lead
a symphony orchestra on a trial basis.

The purpose of these examples is not to give a detailed synopsis of all the nonimmigrant categories
or their evolution over time, but to underscore that nonimmigrant visas have had the aura of exceptions
to the general presumption of labor self sufficiency. (A hst of nonimmigrant visas is given in Appendix
B.) Nonimmigrant visas provide an orderly way to deal with the exceptions, which occur with great reg-
ularity, and that require permission to live and work in the United States without the right to perma-
nently settle. The introduction of the L visa for intracompany transferees in 1970 illustrates how an
emerging need was accommodated as a new and presumably legitimate exception to the general rule that
the United States should be self sufficient in labor.

Immigration law acts as a protective barrier for domestic labor like tariff and non-tariff barriers do
in the area of trade. The clear difference is that imported people, unlike imported goods, actively par-
ticipate in a society' For that reason, society has more at stake when admitting people and granting non-
citizens access to the U.S. labor market.

The similarities between trade barriers and immigration regulation, however, are instructive. By
controlling labor mobility, a government provides protection (and an indirect subsidy) to its domestic
labor force. When a non-tariff barrier on goods, like import quotas, are imposed, domestic manufac-
turers of the limited product are protected from foreign competition. Domestic manufacturers can pass
on higher costs and increase profits by commanding a higher price for the limited good. If demand is
great enough, the goods will sell for a higher price than if foreign manufacturers supplied a market with-
out protectionist restrictions. A hriff barrier helps set the price of goods more directly. Foreign imports
will cost more because the government collects a tax to import the good. Domestic manufacturers do
not need to include the tariff in their pricing. Therefore, higher production costs or higher profits are
offset by the tariff and the domestic manufacturer can retain a share of the market.

In like manner, limiting the number of immigrants, or restricting entry to certain kinds of people
and prohibiting entry by other, or imposing fees (beyond the government's transaction cost of process-
ing applications) means that domestic labor is shielded from competition. Just as tariff and non-tariff
barriers protect goods and provide an indirect subsidy for domestic manufactures, so immigration laws
protect a domestic labor force and provide labor an indirect subsidy through higher compensation in
tight labor markets for their skills.

Most immigration controls take the form of barriers that prohibit entry of certain kinds of immi-
grants, place limits on the number of imported people, or set conditions of entry (such as the prohibi-
tion against tourists' working).

The similarity of some immigration controls to tariffs is striking in the case of proposals in the pre-
cursor bills to the Illegal Immigration Reform and Individual Responsibility Act of 1996, known as
IIRAIRA. The specific provision would have imposed a fee or tax for employment-sponsored nonim-
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migrant visas. It was proposed that these fees go for manpower training programs, underscoring the
assumption that the U.S. could and should be self sufficient in labor, if only we just got our training of
citizens corrected. The proposals for employers to pay fees for nonimmigrant visa use were withdrawn
when American business demonstrated to Congress that the provisions would be extremely harmful.
Even though employers would have been required to comply with procedures monitored by the
Department of Labor and to show that U.S. workers were not available at prevailing wages and stan-

dards, employers would still have been required to pay a fee to the government to hire a foreign work-
er. Like a tariff, this fee would impact business decisions and inhibit recruitment even though U.S.

workers were not available. Such a fee would help push up wages and thereby act as an indirect subsidy

to domestic workers. Some business leaders held out the prospect that, unless the proposed legislation

was amended, it could precipitate restructuring, including moving operations now located in the United
States off-shore. The loss of U.S.3ons resulting from such moves was presumably neither intended nor
desired by Congress and the provision was dropped.

To point out how immigration restrictions are similar to tariff and non-tariff barriers does not argue

for repeal or abandonment of immigration regulation. It raises the question whether labor self suffi-
ciency is an accurate or even desirable tenet in contemporary immigration policy. Immigration regula-

tion may necessarily have a dual function in regard to labor in a globalized economy: protection of the

domestic labor force and facilitation of international labor migration. The issue is political - how can

immigration regulation safeguard legitimate interests in labor protection while it ensures the economic

prosperity and global competitiveness of firms and maximizes job creation and job quality for U.S.

workers?

Today there are many indications that non-domestic labor markets affect both political and business

decision makers in the United States, in the industrialized democracies of Europe, and increasingly in
Asia. Signs of this are illegal migration; an increased number of economic asylum seekers, outsourcing

overseas; foreign direct investment that takes advantage of low labor costs, with a feedback effect of
spurring development and reducing migration pushes, increases in international trade taking advantage

of wage differentials; and the need for two wage-earner families to maintain middle class lifestyle due

to the impact of international wage competition. Debates about the role and impact of non-domes-

tic labor markets in a globalizing economy are just beginning.l Notably, countries as diverse as

Canada, Singapore, Thalland, and Australia are streamlining the immigration processing to attract
high tech workers. The conventional wisdom is that the shortage of highly skilled workers, particu-

tThe complement of an assumption ol labor self sufficiency justifying immigration restriction is the assumption that the gov-

ernment ought to assure employment for citizens. While there is no absolute guarantee of a job, governments have job cre-

ation programs and retraining. The 1997 French election was partially about government job creation versus deficit reduc-

tion to meet the European Monetary Union requirements. The recent controversy about unemployment among highly edu-

cated scientists in the U.S. partially revolved around the assumed social contract that in return for long years ol education,

scientists with advanced degrees will havejobs with salaries proportionate to such scientists in the days of large defense spend-

ing and big R&D budgets. As a shortage of high skilled workers in computer fields becomes more apparent, the controver-
sy about unemployed U.S. higtr tech workers has lessened. Some of the controversy about unemployed Americans and for-
eign temporary labor in sciences and engineering presented in Chapter 6 centers on rights of citizens and obligations of
employers. The analysis and implications of these and related issues goes beyond this report but they are the kinds of fun-
damental questions about social contracts and the impact of globalization on societies that underlie the nonimmigrant visa

controversy in the U.S.
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larly in computers, is global. All countries and companies are in competition. No longer is the

United States the only place to go to work on cutting edge technology, although the U.S. still holds

considerable advantages in the majority of fields.

Corporate decisions on human resources are increasingly made in a global context. One indica-

tor of this is the rise in the 1980s and 1990s in the use of temporary visas by highly skilled managers

and professionals, In the United States in the 1980s, visas issued for intracompany transferees in

U.S.-based companies (L visas) rose modestly from about 14,000 in 1981 to 16,000 in 1991. In the

same period, however, "treaty trader and investor" visas (tne E visa category) , which are used much as

the L visa by foreign-based companies to move personnel, grew from22,000 to 37,000. Exchange

visitor visas used for training went from 116,000 in 1987 to 142,000 in 1991, reflecting the entry of

firms into exchange visitor programs. Finally, highly skilled workers (H-1B visas under the system of

the time) more than doubled from 26,000 in 1983 to 59,000 in 1991.'z H-1B visas are a particular

concern since the 1990 Immlgration Act imposed an arbitrary ceiling, without prior hearings on the

matter, of 65,000 visas per year. The number of H-1B visas ranged from 55,000 to 62,000 between

1992 and 1996, consonant with the long, steady economic recovery of those years, and flirting with

the visa cap on the H-lB category. In fiscal year 1997, the 65,000 cap was reached before the end of

the fiscal year. In the first quarter of fiscal year 1998 (that is as of January 1, 1998), the number of

H-lB visas was already over 27,000, with three more quarters to go and still a cap of 65,000 visas.

The cap will surely be reached in the current fiscal year. A prospect of endlessly increasing backlog

and waiting periods means the H-18 visas as a recruiting strategy effectively will end

for firms. The rise in the issuance of other temporary work-related visas for high-level workers by all

reports continued into the 1990s.

The reported number of admissions of temporary visa holders published by the Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS) shows even more spectacular rises. But these data refer to the act of

entering and reflect the combined impact of the increase in the number of visas issued, the resultant

increase in the stock of temporary migrants present in the U.S., and possible increases in international

travel by visa holders as part of their work pattern. The INS Aata on nonimmigrant visa entries in work-

er categories increased yearly throughout 1995, the last year for which data are published [NS, 1996)'

The point here is that the increases in nonimmigrant worker visas issued to highly qualified work-

ers and the larger increases in the magnitudes of entries by those nonimmigrant visa holders illustrate

new patterns for labor recruitment and visa use in business. The respondents in this study repeatedly

emphasized that policy makers are behind the times and do not understand practices at the executive,

2These data come from unpublished material gathered by the author from the Visa Office of the Department of State. The

numbers refer to visas issued by the State Department for the period in question. They represent the best indicator available

of thechangeinthenumberof individualswhobecomenonimmigrantworkers (andresidents) of theU.S. Thelmmigration

and Naturalization Service (INS) in the Justice Department issues data on annual entries within each nonimmigrant cate-

gory. But they do not distinguish among individuals who enter and leave tt'e U.S. many times a year on business or per-

sonal trips.
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managerial, and professional levels of global firms. Changes in business have proceeded faster {han legal

changes and the understanding of law makers. The numbers indicate shifts in labor market dynamics

for those with high level skills and experience. They also suggest shifts in human resource strategies by

firms. Government data about increasing non-immigrant visas are mirrored in workload increases in
corporate human resource departments to handle migration of foreign employees to the United States

and of American employees to assignments overseas.3 Part of the change in business practice is moving

away from the "career ex.pat from the United States. Coincident with this change are "developmental

assignments across areas ... [H]ign potential [employees]...willhave overseas assignments."

As mentioned, the current immigration policy context, within which firms must move internation-

al personnel into the United States, includes the assumption that countries should be self sufficient in
labor. International training as part of a strategy of cross-specialty developmental assignments involves

a different mind set about human resources for global firms than the view that American jobs are for

Americans, German jobs are for Germans, and so forth. "If you want to have a competitive company,

staying alive for the future, you have to grow people with an international mind set, a breadth of under-

standing." For global firms this includes non-American employees having U.S. experience, as well as

American citizen employees having foreign assignments. Firms assert that global competitiveness

demands an immigration system that facilitates such international personnel mobility and not an immi-
gration policy focused solely or primarily on labor protection.

Because immigration law for business-sponsored visa use is both restrictive and complicated, per-

sonnel managers of firms and nonprofit institutions with foreign employees on nonimmigrant visas

attend professional workshops on immigration matters. Topics range from the merits of immigration

tracking software, to generating tickler letters for employees whose visa renewal dates are coming due,

and to dual career families among nonimmigrant visa employees. International personnel movement is

a subspecialty among human resource professionals. in addition, consulting practices to assist firms and

employees with the physical, cultural, and emotional demands of an international transfer have also

developed. International transfer is not simple, cheap, or undertaken lightly.

The rnismatch between immigration assumptions and labor market realities has grown in the quar-

ter century since the L visa was created. Despite the current policy backdrop in favor of restriction, non-

immigrant visa issuances have risen markedly. In addition to the increase in the number of nonimmi-

grant visas issued, the private sector has been adjusting to the realities of a global economy and a static

legislative view of immigration by using current law in non-traditional ways. An example of adjustment

is the use of the exchange visitor program, the J visa.

3Respondents frequently referred to the two-way nature or their international personnel traffic. "We have more Americans

overseas, compared to foreigners in the U.S. " It was typical to hear a remark about the equal or greater number of American

citizen employees on foreign assignments compared to the number of non-citizens of the United States for whom the com-

pany sought nonimmigrant or permanent visas. One corporate respondent even made the point that his company hires non-

U.S. citizen graduates of U.S. universities to fill R&D positions in the firm's European operations. Some interviewees made

the point that the U.S. must be careful about access under temporary visas if we do not want other countries to restrict entry

of U.S. citizens for business reasons.
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The J visa was designed primarily for students, research specialists, foreign medical graduates

doing residencies, and professors exchanged between universities. Business seldom used the J visa in

the early days of the exchange program. In a 1980 study prepared for the Labor Department, David

North noted the State Department found that about only 3,200 of 72,000 (or 4 percent) of J visas

were in the business and industrial sector. Manufacturing and services businesses were barely men-

tioned. In a more recent study (1996), North notes the continued concentration of J visa programs

in the non-profit sector, especially in research hospitals.

Recently, multinational firms are qualifying their training programs for J visa approval with the

U.S. Information Agency OSIA), which administers the exchange visitor program. The programs

bring in workers from foreign operations or subsidiaries to learn financial controls, facilities manage-

ment, human resource practices, and other functions that permit consistency and control in a global

business. The trainees do not fill U.S. jobs but train here and return to overseas locations to imple-

ment their new-found knowledge of corporate practice.

The trade group of human resource professionals engaged in international personnel matters,

ACIB also runs an exchange visitor program for member firms that wish to have an exchange pro-

gram for training but do not have a large enough need to justify the expense of qualifying for their

own exchange visitor programs. Although still a minor part of the overall exchange visitor program

operated under USIA aegis, business-sponsored J visa programs provide for the growing need of glob-

al firms to inculcate and maintain norms and standards for control and decision making.

Immigration policy is not the only important factor that influences the mobility of international

personnel in business. The next chapter addresses the implications of globalization and knowledge

assets for international movement of personnel.



CHAPTER 2

KNOWLEDGE AND ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE



The trend in business toward multinational and global operations and the increasing importance

of knowledge assets in the economics, operation, and staffing of firms shape human resource strate-

gy and practice in international firms. Today large firms directly address the effect of globalization

on the human resource function. They allocate funds and personnel in significant amounts to con-

sider how the human resource function ought to adapt to global operations, in ways analogous to

strategy and practice in marketing, manufacturing, and distribution. Of the nine firms interviewed

for this exploratory study, four had active task forces looking at globalization of human resources.

Another, Ford Motor Company, has a Workforce 2000 strategy that is being closely watched by inter-

national business.a

taditional economics assumes diminishing returns. Ideas about investment and wealth creation

were developed when agriculture, extraction of resources, and bulk manufacture dominated the econ-

omy. Diminishing returns means that the more you do something, the harder or more costly it
becomes and the less rewarding it gets. As coal is extracted, it becomes harder to find and to mine

high quality coal. As coal becomes more expensive, hydroelectric power can compete for shares of the

energy market. In such a situation, economic theory predicts an equilibrium solution for the relative

prices of the two energy resources. There is one equilibrium solution until another energy source is

found, or until the law of diminishing returns makes one source of energy so expensive that a new

equilibrium point must be reached.

The traditional economic model is largely inapplicable to high tech industries. High tech com-

panies are driven more by "congealed knowledge" than by "congealed resources." Higtr tech products

include pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, electronics, computer hardware and software, and air-

craft. Knowledge-based services in law accounting, consulting, entertainment, and publishing also

share the characteristics of congealed-knowledge economic activities.

aThe Mw York Times reported on November 15, 1997 in its business section on Fords recent appointment of an inter-
national team to head up Ford Europe, mirroring a similar initiative in Latin America that showed strong results. The
story emphasized that Ford management was internationalizing and moving to fill critical needs in Ford's global opera-

tions. Ford s Chairman, Alex totman, who is from the United Kingdom, made it clear in his first message to manage-

ment that "during a career path of a Ford Motor Co. Worldwide employee, an international assignment of some type
would be a necessity." Given Ford's global structure, Mr. Ti"otman apparently intends that non-Americans will have U.S.

assignments.
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In high tech goods and services industries, the main costs of products and services are paid up
front. The cost of production per unit becomes cheaper as volume increases. This is the opposite of
traditional economic assumptions. The first version of a product like Windows 95 perhaps costs a

half billiondollarstoproduce. Thefirstprintof ablockbustermoviecostsinvestors$15to$50mil-
lion. The second copy is much cheaper. Every additional copy is cheaper still, until all investment is

recovered. After that, each sale is profit, minus the cost of advertising and the incidental expenses for
materials and packaging. The more units of Windows 95 that Microsoft sells, the more profit
Microsoft can make per unit, assuming prices charged are stable. The more people who see a movie

or rent the video, the more the production company makes per viewer. Returns are increasing, not

diminishing.

Through copyright and patent policy, knowledge-based industries seek and enjoy protection of
the knowledge gained as a result of their research and development investments, This protection

eliminates competition for a period of time, which allows the company to recoup costs and make a

profit on its investment. The optimal length of copyright and patent policy (to maximize incentives

so firms will invest and make reasonable profits on investments, but minimize costs to consumers lest

they be faced with a government-protected monopoly for an excessive period) is an important and

puzzling policy problem. Knowledge-based industries also try to protect against spying, and they are

developing ideas about proprietary interest in the knowledge employees gain while working at a com-

pany. The hiring of a group of employees away from one company to another may even engender a

lawsuit based on unfair trade. What firms are trying to assert is a property right over the experience

and exposure that the company provided, assets which reside in the heads of employees and which

can be extremely beneficial to competitors.

Another aspect of knowledge-based industries is what economists refer to as path dependence. An

analogy from biology and other natural processes, path dependence refers to the fact that the order in

which things happen makes a difference, and a slight change can have huge implications in the future.

The first company to achieve a discovery or develop a new practical product often sets a standard that

results in other technologies not being pursued or adopted. A discovery, if registered, gets some legal

protection when it is brought to market first and allows the company time to recoup its research and

development costs and make a profit. If that product sets an industry standard, the return is even

greater. First to market is a huge advantage. Firms that employ the highly skilled always talk in terms

of wanting the best people and about why there is intense competition for the highly talented, the

experienced, and those with a track record in creativity, innovation, and product development.

Path dependence is standard thinking today. Examples include Microsoft's advantage with the

DOS and now Windows operating systems. The developer of the intermittent windshield wiper

sought and receives payment every time the wiper mechanism is installed in a car. INTEL wants to

be inside every computer. In the past, VHS bested the Beta format, but CD technology may make

VHS a latter day equivalent of the 78 rpm vinyl record or the audio tape. And the Internet may do
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in the CD eventually. The importance of standard setting is at the base of the controversy between
the computer industry and conventional broadcasters over the specifications of future receivers, that
is, whether the current TV or the computer monitor will dominate for reception of signals.

Whatever the future holds, it is clear that what happens first, what technology gets a foothold or
sets a standard, has major implications for future technological innovation and fundamentally affects

firms' profitability. Wrute being the first to market does not guarantee setting the standard and reap-

ing the rewards of increasing returns, being first does provide an enormous advantage. For knowl-
edge-based industries, not only is protection important, but time is of the essence for technology
development and product development.

A number of respondents mentioned the shorter time period from product idea to product intro-
duction, which has put tremendous competitive pressure on firms to produce knowledge and trans-
form it into marketable products and services. "The semi conductor business is brutal." "It's a

dynamic market. Time to market is so incredibly shortened." Shortened product cycles are not con-
fined to computer fields but are also characteristic of diverse sectors such as automobiles, home appli-
ances, and personal care products. A successful product introduction leads to sales,job creation, per-

haps exports, profits to invest in further R&D, and other consequences for the firms and the coun-

try or countries in which the firm operates.

In the highly competitive arena of knowledge-based firms, personnel recruitment for R&D, prod-
uct design and engineering, and international marketing do not operate under the assumption that
labor is largely substitutable. " [For advanced computer design, we do] job hiring in terms of hands

on experience. ... If we want to stay in business, we must obtain the skill set we need." But the gen-

eral public still thinks about immigration and the labor market in terms of the classical economic

model in which a worker is a worker and, in most cases, domestic substitutions are available. This
thinking supports the position that countries should ordinarily be self sufficient in labor. Supporters

of immigration restriction point to the difference in the need for labor between today and the hey-

day of immigration. A post industrial economy relies on intellectual skills, they say, and fewer work-
ers are needed to do the same amount of work because of increases in productivity.

The recent controversy about computer scientists and immigration is an example of different
assumptions leading to virtually opposite conclusions. Critics of temporary visas for computer sci-

entists and other computer-related workers, such as computer applications in manufacturing compa-
nies, argued that skills are highly substitutable and an experienced computer worker can learn relat-

ed skills quickly. They accused firms of over specifying skills (requiring demonstrated experience in
specific languages, techniques, and applications) in order to access foreign labor. The result, they

asserted, was that domestic computer specialists who were left unemployed by downsizing and

defense reductions found it difficult to find employment, while foreigners received labor certification
and visas to take jobs in U.S. companies. Firms countered that computer skills in one area are not
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substitutable in virtually any computer-related job.s Firms add that retraining time in a competitive

market often is prohibitive. In addition, firms point to large sums spent on education and training

initiatives in educational systems from kindergarten through doctoral programs supported by indus-

try to counter accusations that business is not doing its share or is not interested in workforce devel-

opment.

Today the notion is debatable that labor self sufficiency can be presumed for an economy with hea\,y

reliance on knowledge-based sectors. A post industrial economy may need few foreign unskilled or

lower skilled workers. But that does not preclude a need for foreigners with higher skills or special-

ized experience. Quick access to advanced human capital is important for the timely development of

technology, first access to the protection of patents or copyrights, and early entry into the market for

products where standard setting is still in process. Similarly, effective design and marketing in dif-

ferent cultures requires collaboration of international personnel who know the cultural fit as well as

the product line.

In regard to immigration, firms are moving toward a position that the personnel or knowledge assets

needed are not always available domestically and for some jobs (e.g., opening a new overseas market)

are typically not available. "We can't find the skill set we need," was a typical response. "[In the late

1980s,] the labor market changed. [It became] harder to find specialists." In the computer related

occupations, a variety of firms faced employee preferences that put them at a recruiting disadvantage.

" [W"] are not a preferred employer", "start ups are a lot more attractive [as a place to work] ", inno-

vative workers would rather "work in a garage than corporate structure."

Access to skills and experience cannot be put off until domestic workers can be enticed to enter a

field and obtain the necessary training. Firms recruit a wide spectrum of high-level skills. Those

interviewed for this report all perceive themselves as having aggressive recruitment programs for

entry-level people in high-skilled job categories. But they rcalize that foreign students make up a high

percentage of the student bodies at American universities in the critical skills areas for which thel'

recruit.

Time is of the essence. " [We have to] get to market quickly everywhere." To operate at a global level,

firms need managers and marketing staff with linguistic and cultural skills and knowledge, in addi-

tion to those highly skilled in R&D operations. Global firms often have R&D facilities and person-

nel in various countries, which requires personnel movements at times to focus on a common prob-

Most of the controversy about unemployed, highly skilled workers centers on the time it takes the economy to adjust.

Was the unemployment due to lowered defense spending and downsizing in nuclear weapons, power, and other employ-

ers of physicists and other weapons-related scientists a permanent or a temporary situation? The computer field faces an

increasingly tight labor market, especially in some markets and for some jobs such as applications in manufacturing.

Complaints about Ph.D.-level, American citizen scientists being unemployed refers often to the difficulty in thelr locat-

ing academic jobs in universities and do not address their reluctance to take jobs in industry. As noted, the tight com-

puter specialist labor market seems to be a global phenomenon and likely to last for a while, which in computer time can

be more than a lew product generations.
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lem or to capitalize on a breakthrough, as well as to assist in product development or engineering of
product applications. "International teams are better adapted to global tasks. [We can] move them
to other regions for new starts." "[We organized so that] different product lines are headquartered in
different places [countries]. [We] transfer technology and bring development engineers to do it."

Globat firms are not new. In industries like automotives and pharmaceuticals, firms have not only
marketed but also manufactured and even developed products from platforms in many countries for
years. What has changed is the number of firms that are "going global, " especially those that provide

services. More firms need specialized human resources for global marketing, product design, and

management. Simultaneously, knowledge-based companies need to recruit entry-level scientists and

engineers, the best and the brightest, most of whom are trained at U.S. universities - and many of
them are not U.S. citizens. The world of business has changed while immigration policy thinking is

hampered by outmoded models of economics, of business practices, and of the factors that help and

harm job growth as well as the health of firms and the U.S. economy.



CHAPTER 3

EXCHANGE VISITOR PROGRAMS FOR
EMPLOYEE TRAINING:

J VISA PROGRAMS



Chapter 3 and the next two chapters will outline the main programs used by U.S.-based firms to hire
noncitizen and nonpermanent residents for jobs in the United States. These chapters briefly outline
what a select group of firms actually do. The number of firms represented is small, and does not
reflect all knowledge-based sectors or firms that provide goods and services globally. The purpose is

to provide a panorama of what firms in many economic sectors and geographic regions of the United
States do in relation to immigration and the range of issues and problems they encounter. The result
is an overview of mainstream immigration practice by large firms that hire international personnel.
These corporations are by and large (but not exclusively) 'American" in their historical origin, Many
have operated internationally for decades. For them, the decision to use nonimmigrant visas, with all
the attendant costs in fees, personnel processing and monitoring, and relocation in some cases, is not
undertaken lightly. It is a business decision made in light of the need to access skilled labor in a time-
ly manner. "We dont willy nilly do this. [There must be a] business.justification."

The exchange visitor program was originally designed to allow scholars, scientists, and physicians
to receive advanced training and participate in research. It also permitted study programs for senior
personnel like fire and police chiefs, high ranking military, and politicians. (See North, 1980, for a

short description.) taining programs operated by companies for their personnel were originally a

small proportion of J visa holders, As their operations became increasingly global, some companies
looked to the exchange visitor program as a mechanism to ensure uniformity in operations where they
are needed to establish proper corporate controls. One firm, for example, has a policy of "copy exact-

Iy" in fabrication to ensure product uniformity. New factory start ups, therefore, require training in
the United States. Many corporations train for staff positions such as finance and human resources

to establish international controls on corporate activity.

Programs in the United States were developed to provide advanced training for typically middle
level personnel who move into or are in the early career stages of managing operations overseas, such

as financial controls, facilities, quality control, engineering, and other functions in which a firm's pol-
icy and practice need to be learned and implemented in far-flung operational centers.

The gravitation toward J visas has two important elements related to the needs of firms and immi-
gration policy. First, the exchange visitor training programs dc not take away "American" jobs. These

37
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programs are meant to teach skills and practices that non-U.S. employees need to master and which they
will use on return to a non-U.S,jon location within the sponsoring firm. " [It is] not our goal to recruit
for U.S. jobs [with the J visa program]. " Over and over, the human resources professionals interviewed
emphasized that in their companies' strategies "Js are for training" and not for recruiting.

If anything, it can be argued that J visa programs create jobs in the United States because the train-
ers and the training facilities are in the United States and the visitors' stays of 3 months or more require
housing, board, and other incidentals, as if they were tourists on an extended stay. These temporary vis-
itors create demand related to subsistence needs as well as to the training itself.

Second, the J visa program highlights the fact that movement of international personnel currently
involves visa categories that seem noncontroversial. What are the possible objections to a company that
has global operations training international personnel here who will return home and presumably will
further the success of the American firm as a result of their training? Corporate decisions about train-
ing overseas staff in J programs are disciplined by business considerations, especially about expensive

training involving international travel and extended stays.

Yet sweeping objections to corporate use of nonimmigrant visas, if they lead to legislative restric-

tions, could encompass even such programs. The failure of policy makers and policy critics to differen-
tiate among various uses of nonimmigrant visas by business can have unintended negative consequences

for business and the U.S. economy.

Among the firms interviewed only a handful had developed J visa programs, which require the
approval of the U.S. Information Agency (USIA). USIA's role in the approval process reflects the J visa's

origins in international educational programs (like the Fulbright-Hayes programs under the Mutual
Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961) and its often close relation to foreign policy (e.g., in
the choice of senior officials of countries for study tours). The J visa approval process is complicated and
requires monitoring of participants by the firm. " [Theres] a lot of maintenahce to a J program." The
amount of training needed by a company must be large enough to warrant the investment to set up a

program and to monitor participant compliance.

Firms often reported that their needs were not large enough to justify the investment involved in
qualifying and maintaining an approved program. The firms that have such programs are typically very
large with operations in many countries, think of themselves as global, and have long-established records
in international business.

One of the interesting outcomes of the interviews with the firms in this study was the variety of
responses to the descriptor "global." They ranged from companies that respondents described as still
"being American" but with large international sales and operations, to companies described as beginning
to think or beginning to go global, to those that think of themselves as having global assets, markets,
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operations, and needs that transcend the confines of any one country, including the company's country
of origin.

Some respondents reported that their firms were engaged in task force reviews of the implications
of being a global company on human resource management. This includes the issue of immigration
laws and their impact on human resource strategy and implementation. Current management literature
dealing with human resources is sparse in its treatment of immigration and the relationship between

government's regulation of international movement and a firm's capacity for managing human resources

as an asset and a potential competitive advantage (Pucik, 1992).

What seems to be cutting edge is a mind set in which the company is viewed not as an American
(or French or Swedish) firm that has multinational operations but as a company that is worldwide and

needs to make decisions on that basis. "We're not just a U.S. company, claimed a respondent from a

company with a household name. " [We] manufacture for world market. ... [kr aj global team concept,"
was the description of another interviewee. Of course, there are always some circumstances in which
the headquarter's location affects a decision. This can be due to the values or loyalties of management,

pressure from government, or other factors. But generally, business decisions such as location of facili-
ties, market concentrations, and the like are made in terms of corporate goals for growth, market share,

and profitability. Whether jobs are created or lost in the "home country" is not the major factor.

Nonetheless, companies do fit along a continuum of nationally-oriented to global. An exchange visitor
program is one indicator of how far along a firm is in developing a global mind set, at least for the very
large firms included in this study.

Respondents with J visa programs in their firms indicated that qualifying with tfre USIA was oner-

ous, involving detailed training programs and a plan for cross-cultural training. Once approved by the
USIA, however, they had few problems in the operation of such programs and in bringing participants

to the United States. No one expressed objection to the need for some way to qualify for a bona fide
program. Nor did any respondent question whether the USIA was the best agency to certify that a busi-
ness was operating an appropriate training program for its overseas employees. The historical origins of
the USIAs involvement in exchange visitor programs, which did not have a mqjor business dimension
in its early yezlrs, seemed to be accepted by the respondents, Since the rules of the game are clear and

USIA knows about training programs in general, it seems that the preference is to leave well enough
alone. A suggestion made in a recent study by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

(Papademetriou and Yale-Loehr, 1996) to move the administration of the J visa program to the
Department of Labor (DOL) is universally rejected by corporate human resource staffs that deal with
federal agencies on immigration matters. This reflects the negative corporate experience with DOL on
labor certification and labor attestation applications. (See Chapter 6.)6

6The United States Information Agency has moved into the Department of State under a reorganization act passed in
November 1997. There is uncertainty about which bureau in the Department of State will house USIA and the J visa
program. Close spectators predict that the outcome could have major implications for future directions of the J visa and
its use by business.
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As might be expected, nearly all J visa participants return to their country to continue employ-
ment in the sponsoring firm. Respondents indicated that few J visa holders remained in the U.S. by
adjusting to another visa status. "[W.] converted two Js to permanent resident alien in 18 years."

Status adjustment by international trainees ordinarily would be counterproductive for the firm. So

an objection that temporary visa programs are subterfuges for gaining permanent resident status does

not seem to make sense for J visa programs, according to respondents.

Of att the visa programs discussed with the representatives of the firms in this study, J visa pro-

grams generated the least comment. They seemed to be straightforward training programs where they

existed, presenting few operational problems in regard to the actual migration of the program partic-
ipants. Although some firms saw them as high maintenance for human resource departments, they
generated few complaints by or problems for the staff in either human resources or the legal depart-

ments who were involved in immigration matters.

Perhaps the most important thing to note about J visa programs is how often they are overlooked

in public discussions about business-related immigration policy. Exchange visitor training programs

seem to be non-controversial. This can have a downside effect, however, if changes take place that
might alter the program with little attention to the result. The recent relocation of the USIA to the

Department of State is an example.

Corporate training programs reflect the changing nature of international business, especially the

need for training in global operations for new start up initiatives and for staff functions like finance,

facilities management, and human resources. They create jobs because the training takes place in the

United States, and they do not create competition for American jobs. They remind us not to accept

broad generalizations about nonimmigrant visa use by business sponsors. Rather, U.S. know-how

and the need to impart it to other nationals through J visa training programs creates U.S.;ons, as well

as corporate success.



CHAPTER 4

INTRAC O MPANY TRANSFEREES :

L AND E VISAS



An intracompany transferee can enter_the United States in one of two ways, depending on the home

country of the firm. U.S.-based firms bring in employees of overseas operations, subsidiaries, or affil-

iates using the L visa. Foreign companies with U.S. operations can bring in supervisory or manage-

rial employees from the home country to the United States via an E visa. E visas also allow new hires

who are citizens of the company's home country to be posted to the U.S.

Foreign companies cannot bring in a national from a third country on an E visa. For example, a

Swedish company with operations throughout Europe and also in the United States cannot bring an

Italian from its operations there to the United States using the E visa. Ttre E visa is for exchange of
personnel with countries that have a treaty on traders and investors with the United States that allows

movement between countries on a temporary basis to carry out business activities. Tfre E visa has

advantages for employers. It does not have pre-employment requirements as with the L visa; the

application is filed with the U.S. embassy rather than the INS Service Centers in the United States;

and it can be renewed indefinitely in yearly increments.

Llke the E visa, the L visa is mainly for managerial and supervisory employees (L-1A), but it also

has a subcategory (L-1B) for those with specialized knowledge, including scientists and engineers. L

visas are used to move people for special assignments that can result in providing experience to high

potential managers. The employees not only contribute in the job for which they have the L visa, but

they become more valuable employees for the future. Unlike the E visa, L visa holders are limited to

7 years (L-lA) or 5 years (L-18).

Human resource managers reported few difficulties with L visas in the sense that the process is

generally transparent and moves can be made in a timely manner. L and E visas permit the concrete

realization of globalization in human resource management and strategy for current employees. They

are a mechanism for the transfer of technology within firms, but with spread effects for the countries

involved. L visas can be obtained through a blanket approval of a firm by the INS ttrat allows for rel-

atively quick processing of an application. There were no major complaints about tfre INS role or

generally with the State Department and its consular officers working in embassies overseas. On the

whole, the personnel dealing with international movement within firms voiced the opinion, "If it
ain't broke, don't fix it."
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The largest problem for firms with the L visa concerns the dual career family, as the L visa results

in the self-selection of employees out of consideration for an L visa move. A frequent problem for
managers is that an L visa spouse and children may not take employment in the United States. As

difficult as family obligations can be for job mobility, in dual career families the work prohibition is

for many the deciding factor. Furthermore, once a child on an L-2 visa reaches the age of 2 1, he or
she must leave the United States. The child may apply for a student visa, an F visa, if he or she is a

full time student. At age 21, however, the offspring is treated as an independent person for immi-
gration purposes. Even though the child may live with and be dependent on the parents while attend-

ing school full time, the child loses such benefits as in-state tuition, which he or she may have qual-

ified for while younger than 21. Upon completing full time study, the over-21 child must depart the

United States. Some interviewees old enough to have seen their own children through college and

the transition to their first job thought the lack of flexibility was unrealistic, cold, and uncaring.

Given the modest number of L visas issued, it may make sense to approach the issue of spouses

working on a reciprocal basis. The United States would permit the spouses of intracompany trans-

ferees to work in the United States if the person's country treated U.S. citizens in the same way. (The

United Kingdom, for example, permits spouses of international transferees to work.) Reciprocity is

used in many situations and this seems to be a reasonable compromise solution. This partial solution
should not be controversial given the small numbers involved and the probable diversity ofjobs that
spouses would hold in the United States for the period of the L visa. Concentration in a few jobs in
a small number of labor markets as a result of this reform seems unlikely. Yet the outcome for firms'
health can be positive, because a broader talent pool from within the company can be tapped for
career development.

Similarly, offspring over the age of 21 who are full time students should be allowed to retain an

L-2 classification as long as the L-1 parent continues in that status. This is similar to health insur-
ance coverage policy for adult children who are full time students. The student could be given a year

beyond completion of studies, like F student visa holders, before being required to depart. This
would give reasonable time to job search, settle affairs at home, and leave the nest. As with health

insurance polices, there could be a limit of age 25 for full time students.

Tfre 2S-ptus years of experience with the L visa indicates that intracompany transfers are accept-

ed as a normal part of multinational corporate procedure. Further globalization of firms may increase

the amount of such movement, but costs will tend to keep the numbers at a modest level. The relo-

cation cost of an international employee generally varies between $100,000 and $200,000. The deci-

sion to transfer is not taken lightly by corporations or without promise of future return on the invest-

ment in human resources.

It is reasonable to expect that such moves contribute to the overall prosperity of a firm and result

in more, not fewer, U.S. 3ons, even when the transferee is in a job that a citizen had held or might
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hold next. Just as promising Americans have been sent to overseas assignments 
- and more compa-

nies expect successful managers to have a foreign tour and experience as they advance with the com-
pany - so too global firms seek to develop talent wherever it is located within the company. A tour
in a U.S. facility is becoming more commonplace.

As noted earlier, many respondents volunteered the information that in their companies the num-
ber of U.S. citizens assigned overseas was about the same as or higher than the number of foreign
nationals brought to the United States on temporary assignment. Most of the human resources pro-
fessionals interviewed worked in the units responsible for the two-way movement taking place with-
in their firms, not just for bringing in foreign nationals. They were anxious to underscore the possi-
ble negative impact on U.S. citizen assignments overseas if the United States made entry of foreign
nationals in global firms difficult. We should treat foreign nationals the way we expect U.S. nation-
als to be treated. The respondents noted that this reciprocity was often overlooked in public discus-
sions of nonimmigrant visa policy.

Lfte the J visa, the L and E visas are fairly noncontroversial, especially in large, established firms.T
Current levels of government scrutiny and regulation, as well as costs, preclude overuse and misuse of
the L and E by international corporations. There is no need to hurt firms' ability to develop their
managerial and technical talent by either indiscriminate criticism of or major changes in the L and E
visa categories. Modest changes should be made to permit spouses to work on a reciprocal basis with
other countries and to recognize that children who are full time students, even over the age of 2l , are
dependent on their parents and typically a part of the family unit. This would broaden the pool to
tap for talented executives, managers, and special skills and enhance the capacity of firms to compete
better in the international marketplace.

iThere is concern about fraudulent applications for L visas by small, start up companies, especially notable for applica-
tions from China. The implementation of regulations would be helped by differential requirements depending on past
performance, size, and other factors related to the probability of adherence to law and regulation. Blanket clearances for
L visa companies moves in this direction. Facilitation of international personnel movement for global firms seems incom-
patible with a high level of restrictive enforcement to minimize fraud by small firms seeking to bend the law to facilitate
family migration or other goals not envisioned by Congress. Balanced enforcement to protect the U.S. labor force and
facilitation of legitimate business needs of firms in a highly competitive globd market may require more surgical enforce-
ment than blunt instruments.



CHAPTER 5

RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL:
H-18 VISAS



The type of nonimmigrant visa usage that has grown the most in the last decade is H-lB visas for
entry-level recruitment of scientific and other professional personnel by U.S.-based firms. Since the

1952 Immigration Act, there has been a visa classification that allowed the temporary employment of
highly skilled people. Originally the job itself had to be of a temporary nature, such as a semester at

a university or a season conducting an orchestra. The 1970 amendments that established the L visa

also permitted employment of H visa holders in jobs that were permanent in nature. Administrative

decisions broadened the scope of who qualified for an H visa to include professionals as well as per-

sons of distinguished merit.

Prior to 1990, H visa holders had to maintain a foreign residence, the objective being to ensure

that the visa holder intended only a temporary stay. The 1990 Immigration Act abolished the for-
eign residence requirement for an H-1B visa holder. Although the visa holder must be entering tem-

porarily, any steps taken by a H-lB visa holder toward obtaining permanent immigrant status by

themselves do not signify abandoning temporary status under the H-18 visa. What this

legal technicality means is that the 1990 Immigration Act allows for a person to obtain an H-1B visa,

even if the person wishes ultimately to obtain an immigrant visa. Congress made ultimate intent

irrelevant. For many other nonimmigrant visas, U.S. consular officers are instructed by law to pre-

sume that an applicant intends to immigrate. A finding of such a dual intent disqualifies an appli-

cant from receiving the visa. The particular technical language for H-18 applicants in effect means

that employers and employees can apply for the H-lB visa and intend eventually to convert the

employee's status to immigrant.

Congress also developed procedures meant to protect U.S. workers. The 1990 Act required

employers to file a "labor condition attestation" (LCA) concerning wages and conditions and to
prominently post the information about wages and conditions so other workers could file complaints

if the LCA was incorrect. The 1990 Act did not require a showing that U.S. workers were availaLrle.

The point seemed to be that employers would not go to the extra expense to get visas for foreign

workers if U.S. workers were available and the wages and conditions were the same for all new hires

and at prevailing levels for the job in question. A foreign worker would be employed if there was a
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shortage or if the foreign employee had such superior skills and abilities to justify the additional

expenses and burden of securing a visa in addition to the normal costs of recruitment.8

This telegraphically described development of the H-18 visa in the law indicates the basis for its
adoption by firms in the 1990s as a means of entry-level hiring of the highly skilled foreign graduates

of U.S. universities, especially in engineering and the sciences. In business, H-1B visas are used to

hire workers: (1) to meet skill shortagesi (2) who are trained in U.S. operations and locales and then

sent abroad to overseas operations of firms or their subsidiaries and affiliates; or (3) who have spe-

cialized knowledge and expertise of a sort not commonly available.

The 1990 Act also set the number of H-lB visas to be issued in any year at 65,000. The num-

ber was set without public hearings, is arbitrary, and was in no way arrived atby analyzing demand,

labor shortages, business conditions, or skilled labor needed by firms to remain globally competitive.

The use of the H-1B visa category has also been the most controversial temporary visa for skilled

employment. Especially in high-tech occupations, and most especially in computer-related fields, the

use of H-18 visas to hire foreign workers has been severely criticized.e

The controversy extends beyond immigration policy to estimating the degree of unemployment

and underemployment of high-tech workers and scientists with advanced degrees, estimating whether

underemployment of scientists is part of a temporary adjustment, and examining higher education

policy on the production of scientists with advanced degrees in U.S. graduate schools, especially when

graduate science and engineering programs enroll many foreign nationals.

sThe 1990 Act introduced the labor condition attestation (LCA), to protect wages and working conditions of U.S. work-
ers. However, unlike labor certification procedures required of employment-related applicants for permanent residence,

there is no requirement that U.S. workers be unavailable. The LCA requires firms to file information about the job, con-

ditions, and wages. The employer must also post the information about the job prominently in the work site(s). The

DOL is to review LCAs for completeness and investigate only if a complaint challenges the statements made in the LCA.
DOL proposes to initiate investigations on its own, and respondents often mentioned that returns of attestations by DOL
for further information or incompleteness were dubious and merely caused delays. The LCA requires determination of
prevailing wages for the occupation either by the State Labor Department or by an independent wage survey that meets

certain criteria. As described, determining the prevailing wage often leads to delays for employers.

sThe criticism is reflected, for example, in a number of articles in Lowell (1996) prepared for the U.S. Commission on

Immigration Reform and in Web sites such as Pandoras box maintained by MIT mathematician Eric Weinstein and the

site maintained by Professor Norman Matloff of UC-Davis's Computer Science Department. The Web contains many
sites and discussion groups of U.S.-citizen scientists protesting the current use of H-18 programs for hiring foreign work-
ers when U.S. citizens and permanent resident scientists are unemployed due to downsizing, defense cuts, and outsourc-
ing of computer work. Beginning in the Autumn of 1997, reports of U.S. and global shortages in the computer field
started to appear in the press, especially in the business press and later in the general press. See, for example, U.S.

Department of Commerce, Office of Gchnology Policy, "Americas New Deficit: The Shortage of Information
Technology Workers," (1997) and the widely reported study, "Help Wanted: A Call for Collaborative Action for the New

Millennium," on IT workforce shortages prepared by Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Whlle the criticism of the use of H-
1B visas for hiring highly skilled foreigner workers in Information Technology continues, it is much muted in the face of
widely-reported shortages currently and projected shortages into the next decade globally.
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In the meantime, U.S. firms increasingly use H-lB visas to hire skilled workers in science and

engineering, but also applicants with other specialty skills. One respondent gave the example of the

need for entry-level auditors with Japanese language and cultural skills to exploit a market niche of
Japanese firms' operations located in the U.S. Tne choice was between recruiting persons with those

skills or losing the business, probably to a foreign firm that would perform the service in the U,S.

with foreign labor.

The bulk of the recruitment by the respondents' firms was for scientific and engineering personnel,

especially at the entry level. Specialties mentioned by firms went far beyond computer scientists and

programmers to engineers of various sorts (e.g., electrical, plastics, and chemical) , physicists, chemists,

and material scientists. Firms are generally hiring Ptr.D.s and M.S. graduates. One firm simply notedi
"[We hire] only Ph.D.s for R&D."

Firms in this study indicated a number of practical difficulties in recruiting needed entry-level work-

ers with highly developed technical skills, regardless of purported oversupply.lo Some firms in manu-

facturing pointed out that in the computer field working in an applied job in manufacturing industries

was considered "bush league" for programmers and analysts with the requisite skills and experience.

They also indicated that there was a particular difficulty in geographic regions, like Silicon Valley, in
recruiting such employees to work in manufacturing operations. Geographic location generally impacts

the labor pool. "Most people [in semi conductors] do not want to work here [on the East Coast]."

The combination of low prestige and the alternative prospect of very large rewards from participat-

ing in newly formed businesses if they become successful has led to few American applicants with appro-

priate skills for positions in manufacturing. Many respondents pointed to a frontier or "free spirit" atti-

tude, frequently allied with an entrepreneurial spirit, among bright and talented young Americans in the

computer business. Career ambitions among such individuals do not ordinarily run in the direction of
a steady job, even in R&D, in a large firm, unless the firm is on the cutting edge of some technology

that they are interested in. " [It is] not so much the money as ... state of the.art technology. " The poten-

tial for making money, however, has its own attractions.

Companies that need workers to service older equipment or technology that has been around for

some time report that "you can't get people to work on that anymore. Yet these companies have ser-

vice contracts and warrantees to honor and are legally exposed if they cannot find the needed workers.

Companies use a variety of mechanism like job fairs, specialty advertising, the internet, and college

visits to recruit. Even so, the conventional wisdom in computer and programming circles is that the

best and brightest Americans do not go to graduate school in computer science but go right into busi-

10It should be noted that the interviews reported here were conducted in the Spring of 1997. As unemployment stays at

levels as low as anytime in the last quarter century and demand for high skills increases and competition for these work-
ers becomes fierce, the problems reported here are, if anything, worse for personnel recruiters.
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ness. In fact, the myth of computer gurus like Stephen Jobs and Bill Gates, not to mention some of the

more technical heroes, includes the lack of formal education as a key to success in computers as either

an entrepreneur or an inventive contributor to computer technology.

It is not generally as well known that the foreign born are major players in the U.S. computer indus-

tryi Hungarian born Andrew S. Grove, CEO of Intel; Algeria-born Eric Benhamou, head of 3Com

Corp.i Phillippe Kahn from France, founder of Borland and Starfish software, and Pakistan-born S. Atiq
Raza, founder of NexGen, to name a few. (See Business Wek, August 25, 1997, "Where Immigrants

Find a Melting Pot of Gold.") The pool of applicants from graduate programs includes many foreign

students. One company's personnel staff were adamant that when one got into advanced circuitry

design for a large manufacturer, the "creative nerd" myth was just that when it came to recruiting a size-

able incoming class of new hires for a large firm.

A fundamental policy issue concerning temporary work visas for computer programmers is the

problem of substitutability. Can a "good programmer" switch into a new environment quickly? Are

skills in one area transferable to other applications, languages, and so on? Can such transfers be done

quickly and can firms specify how quickly they need a new hire to hit the ground running? If so, how

is the potential to substitute personnel or transfer skills predicted in a way that is routine enough to

allow wholesale recruitment in large corporations?

Critics claim that a major problem of recruitment, particularly in the computer field, is that employ-

ers over specify jobs. They claim that employers require specific evidence of working with a particular

language or application. In reality, they assert, a talented and experienced computer programmer or ana-

lyst can retool very quickly. A frigtrty talented and productive computer worker is identified not by spe-

cific experience but by the ability to work creatively in a number of environments. As a result, critics

claim that firms leave out unemployed and talented Americans in favor of foreigners hired on H-18
visas, often out of U.S. graduate schools, because they have evidence of course work or research projects

in specific applications. The critics claim that the practice not only hurts out-of-work American pro-

grammers but is far from optimal for the firms, because they often end up with less creative and talent-

ed employees as a result of their recruitment tactics. If the critics of the use of H-lB visas to hire for-

eign computer, engineering, and other science workers are correct, then firms are being permitted to hire

foreign workers to the detriment of unemployed American scientists and engineers.

In engineering there is a similar story. Historically, engineering is a profession that can be practiced

with a bachelor's degree. Advanced training was limited to those who went into teaching and research

or those seeking training in emerging or quite narrow specialties. As a result, both the faculties and stu-

dents in graduate engineering schools have an over representation of foreign born, including many stu-

dents on F visas. In seeking those possessing highly specialized training and willing to take the positions

advertised, hiring firms find the pools contain a number, and many recruiters say a growing number, of
foreign nationals.
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Critics of corporate recruitment of foreign scientists and engineers cite unemployment and under-
employment statistics among computer-related workers and other advanced degree holders in math,

science, and engineering as evidence of a glut. An excess supply of these highly skilled workers ought
to provide justification for denying H-18 visa applications for scientists and engineers. How can the
employment statistics be squared with the claim that qualified Americans are unavailable for the jobs

that firms are filling with H-18 workers?

Firms respond that aggregate employment statistics do not necessarily mean that there are respon-

dents to advertisements placed in journals, electronic bulletin boards, and other sources for labor

recruitment in scientific fields. Nor do national statistics indicate availability in specific locales.

Unemployed scientists or engineers on the west coast may not be ready to locate to a Midwestern or
Southern state to work in R&D. "When we cant find what we need, we're willing to go out [to non
citizens] . "

Respondents went on to note that in some cases, particularly computer specialists, employers face

a tight market for the skills they seek. On July 1, 1997, tne Wall StreetJournal (p.I) reported sign-

ing bonuses in Silicon Valley as high as 20 percent. Business Weekin its July 2I,I9gT issue (p. 110)

reported that 190,000 nign tech jobs were open in computer software, mostly for programmers,

according to the Information Technology Association. Tne VirginiaTech study noted above (1998)

estimated a shortage of 340,000 IT workers. Relief is not in sight because, Business Wek notes, the
gap in computer science enrollments at universities (many of them foreign studenb) will not equal

the demand for a decade without massive changes in enrollment trends. A number of firms pointed

out that foreign applicants for computer-related positions were demanding a promise of sponsorship

for permanent resident alien (immigrant) statuslr within a certain period as part of the employment

offer. They reported that competitors made such promises and it was becoming an accepted practice.
"If you dont offer this perk, you cant recruit successfully." Ttre perception of firms about skilled

worker shortages in Information Gchnology seems to be more on target than critics. Given the num-

ber of unfilled IT;obs, the problem would seem to be willingness to relocate and perhaps move into
a new work environment, like the corporate sector, or perhaps capacity for retraining.

Because an applicant for an H-18 visa can also intend to become a permanent resident, there is

nothing illegal about the offer of sponsorship for permanent resident status (that is, to sponsor for a

'green card"). Some firms volunteered that. regardless of whether they included sponsorship as part

of the offer, they would only hire a foreigner on an H-18 visa if the firrn thought that the new hire

would qualify for an immigrant visa. To be hired, these firms require that the applicant meet stan-

dards that would qualify for labor certification, including having the requisite skill level at the time

of hire in a job category where U.S. workers are unavailable, a higher qualifying level than a labor

lrSometimes the phrase used is to sponsor for a green card. This refers to the name given to the alien registration card

issued to all legal permanent residents or legal immigrants. The card used to be green - it is no longer - and the term
continues as a shorthand for immigrant status.
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condition attestation. "We dont want to hire temporary employees, so we want to be able to meet

labor certificatiqn standards [needed to get permanent resident status when we hire an H1 visa appli-

cant]. "[We] only hire [H-lBs] with the intent to keep them in the U.S." Companies do not want

to hire and train people so other companies can hire them away. In effect, many employers are look-

ing not only to hire a professional with a proper degree to qualify for an H-1B visa, but a long-term

employee who has the skills needed to qualify him or her to receive labor certification. For this pur-

pose, they are looking for specific skills of a very high level, not someone to retool or train on the job.

The controversy about the overproduction and underemployment of advanced scientists is not
going to be resolved easily. There is by no means unanimity among science and technology analysts

and policy makers about the extent, probable duration, or implications of a purported surplus of U.S.

scientists with advanced degrees in scientific fields including, but.not limited to IT. Deep institu-
tional interests are involved, ranging from the National Academy of Sciences and the National Science

Foundation, through some very large and successful corporations with sizeable R&D programs and

prestigious universities, to leading membership organizations of scientists and organizations of young

scientists. Individuals with recent Ptr.D.s who are unemployed or unable to get employment in the

field or specialty they took such pains to master or in a university of their choice, as well as scientists

displaced by downsizing, outsourcing, and defense cutbacks, have major stakes in the issue and are

often leading critics of corporate hiring practices.

For the firms that hire foreign nationals who are not already permanent immigrants to the U.S.,

the process of obtaining H-1B visas poses greater practical difficulties than any other nonimmigrant

visa program. Respondents frequently used the clichEs of jumping through hoops and dealing with
bureaucratic red tape to describe their experiences with H-lBs, especially with the federal

Department of Labor and state employment security agencies. One respondent's remark was typicall
"We dont have a choice. If you need that skill set, youre going to do what it takes." Firms report

that the lack of qualified American applicants requires them to take on the additional costs and man-

agement problems of nonimmigrant visa programs. While no firm interviewed had carried out a pre-

cise cost estimate and all pointed out the wide variation in cases and the variety of mechanisms from

in-house handling to reliance on external law firms for the application processes, respondents rough-

ly estimated that the costs from obtaining an H-18 to a green card were on the order of $10,000 over

and above recruitment costs for a U.S. worker. Respondents were quick to add that there had to be

a business reason to justify such an expense and the opportunity costs of a human resources depart-

ment devoting time and resources to maintaining a nonimmigrant subpopulation in its workforce.

The most frequent (but not universal) problem reported by firms using H-lB visas for recruits

was difficulties in dealing with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and state labor departments.

Firms must file their labor condition attestations with DOL and many compared filing anything with
DOL to sending material to a black hole. Even though the charge of inconsistency and unpre-

dictability made by respondents against the DOL was made especially in relation to applications for
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labor certification, the charge extended to the purportedly more routine filing of an LCA "I just wait
for them ... to send it back and do it over again." "I would like predictability." The generalized frus-
tration in dealing with the DOL sometimes bubbled over: "Ih like to send them to India."

By law the Department of Labor is supposed to certify an LCA within seven days. Some regions

take longer, reportedly up to four weeks. State wage surveys take longer and do not have a mandat-
ed response time. The Department of Labor's budget has been cut and the President proposes to
institute fees. Fees are acceptable to business, but only if service is up to what the law mandates. A
fee structure could be instituted and money saved if the LCA adjudication were moved to the

Immigration and Naturalization Service and reviewed as part of the application. Tne Labor

Department could continue to investigate complaints. The intent of the LCA is for the employer to
declare information about wages and conditions and post those prominently so that the public, the
firm's workers, and unions representing the firm's employees have oversight about the employer's

claims. The LCA is to be routinely reviewed for completeness and that wages offered and wage deter-
minations by state agencies or approved independent surveys agree. The LCA review is not supposed

to be a full-dress examination. Tfre enforcement mechanism is purposefully by means of complaint.
Therefore, moving this review to the Immigration Service which adjudicates the granting of the H-
1B visa, while leaving the complaint system in place with DOL using its expertise to investigate, will
save money, reduce delay, and result in timely response in accordance with the law.

The absence of predictable outcomes and the delays on LCAs are especially characteristic of state

labor departments. As part of the process of filing an LCA, state labor departments typically are the

agency that certifies that the wage offered is the prevailing wage. (Getting an independent wage sur-

vey is less relied upon by employers because of cost and time factors.) Some states are notorious
among employers for delays or for requiring information in order to delay their responses presumably

on the mistaken conviction that they must and are empowered by law to protect U.S. 3obs.
Furthermore, under staffing of some state offices leads to slow response time to prevailing wage

requests. "We're talking about 160 to 180 day turnaround. I thought that was bad. [State name

has] one person dedicated to first stage of LCAs. Their backlog is two years. Our plant may be closed

and shuttered by the time the person blows the dust off our file."r2

The issue of timeliness with DOL, sometimes with INS, and especially with state labor depart-

ments is by far the major complaint about H visas among the respondents.

Respondents also criticized regulations about the posting of wages. Posting of wages at the H-1B
visa holder's work site, for example, seems irrelevant in the case of firms whose workers have "virtual

offices" for carrying out their work and who provide services while on the road to their clients. Wages

rzOn January 1, 1998 state wages surveys were replaced with a two-tier wage system in the Department of Labor that has

garnered complaints from employers of skewing wages badly in some cases. The issue of determining the prevailing wage

will no doubt continue to be nettlesome for many firms applying for H-18 visas.
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for the worker are supposed to be posted at every workplace location where he or she might provide

services. The concept that every worker is at a fixed location with a workstation where they can be

found every day may be a context in which posting notices, wages, or other required documents

makes sense, but this is increasingly a dated concept.

AU tfre firms reported that they ultimately prevail in obtaining a visa for virtually every applica-

tion that they make. "We'll find a way no matter how tough it is...." It seems a point of honor not

to cave in to what appears to these human resource professionals to be arbitrary or just wrong deci-

sions by uninformed or overzealous government officials. But the unpredictability makes planning

and personnel management difficult. As noted, the 65,000 cap on H-lB visas was reached last year

and will almost certainly be met this year at a date earlier than in 1997. As the cap is routinely

reached each year and a backlog of approved applicants waiting for a visa develops, rational planning

for recruitment and hiring using H-lB visas is lost. The implications for the U.S. economy main-

taining its competitive edge in a turbulent and fiercely competitive global marketplace are sobering.

When asked for desired changes or improvements, firms almost inevitably suggested more time-

ly response, better training of government staff who decide on immigration-related applications, and

more transparency to the processes. Respondents expected that, as a rule, an application filled out

according to instructions for a case that fit the requirements would be approved, vrithout a request

for further information and without disapproval for inappropriate reasons. Constant complaints con-

cerned either the incompetence or overzealousness of DOL and state labor department staffs. Such

complaints also come up frequently at business seminars and workshops on immigration procedures,

As noted, complaints about DOL and the depth of frustration they reveal reflect experience with both

the LCA process for H-1B visas and the labor certification process for permanent immigrant visas,

which human resource departments file.

Respondents have heard the accusations that firms, particularly in the computer programming

industry, have abused nonimmigrant visa policy or outright violated law in order to reap profits from

illegally low wages, substandard working conditions, or other violations of immigration or labor law.

Some large firms have been found to have been in violation of immigration law. The fines paid for

these violations usually have been quite modest, indicating that these violations were not egregious.

There is no escaping that the issue of hiring high tech workers using H-lB is fraught with con-

troversy. Opponents can garner data and tell anecdotes to support their viewpoints. But companies

report often encountering unprovoked hostility from agency personnel. "They dont trust business."

" [There's] a constant belief that companies are out to do things in a deceitful way." "They come back

with questions indicating they do not know who [company name] is or even want to know We've

been filing with them for years."

l3litigation as this report goes to press has resulted in firms operating without regulations in this area.
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All agree that the hiring of noncitizen workers is increasing. The DOL and INS are approving this

increased volume of foreign hiring using H-lB nonimmigrant visas. Firms claim that if their applica-

tions are being approved in increasing numbers, they should not be criticized. Rather they maintain

that, if anything, this legal and appropriate development in labor markets should not be subject to arbi-

trary delays, inconsistent decisions, or the beliefs of bureaucrats who do not like the trends in nonim-

migrant visa policy and practice. If there is something wrong, as critics claim, the blame is not with

firms but with public policy made by Congress and the President and executed by the administrative

agencies. "To accuse them [firms] of abusing the process when it's legal is just not fair. "

Hiring foreign scientists, engineers, and other highly skilled workers on H-18 temporary visas is a

complicated policy issue. Recent significant changes in corporate hiring profiles challenge many beliefs

and ingrained practices, with important outcomes for individuals and institutional participants.

Probably all sides express some truth and exaggerate some. Abuses in a small percentage of overall hires

has occurred as the use of nonimmigrant visas, including the H-1B in hiring, has expanded.

Some concerns of critics of nonimmigrant visa policy focus more on educational policy and the issue

of advanced scientific training in the United States. The firms interviewed see American higher edu-

cation as a great national resource for the U.S. economy and productivity. "We are producing the best."

"If somebody gets a Pn.D. from a U.S. university, it ought to have a green card stapied to it."

Hiring patterns and career paths, particularly for highly skilled technical and managerial personnel,

are undergoing changes due to globalization and the growth in knowledge-based sectors of the econo-

my. The changes are wrenching to those whose lives and careers seem to be governed by new rules of
the game, particularly scientists and engineers who experienced unemployment due to downsizing and

defense cuts, as well as newly graduated young scientists with advanced degrees who want university

jobs. Those affected negatively want immigration policy to slow down change or ameliorate impacts.

Their proposals to curtail use of temporary visas, especially the H-lB, are misdirected. More restrictive

nonimmigrant visa policy, if unilaterally adopted by the United States, would ultimately be changed

because such a policy will not alter competitive demands for international personnel movement. "[If]

it gets too restrictive, it's hard to do business."



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS



Globalizations transformation of business includes the corporate movement of international personnel.
Business firms and other employers of foreign nationals, such as universities and research centers, have
increased the temporary relocation and recruitment of non-nationals. Law regarding nonimmigrant
visas has changed, notably with the addition of the L visa and the adaptation over the years of the H visa
to permit, albeit with difficulties, hiring entry-level professionals. What seems not to have changed is
the underlying assumption about labor self sufficiency.

Wnite the H visa was being adapted to respond to business needs for highly skilled entry-level pro-
fessionals, a cap was nevertheless imposed. In 1996, Congress debated provisions in Drecursor bills to
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Individual Responsibility Act (IIRAIRA) that would have required
foreign graduates of U.S. universities to return home for two years, thus precluding hiring them on H-
18 visas. Further, there was a provision for a tax for using a nonlmmigrant visa for work purposes.

There is still suspicion that somehow migration for employment is inappropriate and dangerous for
the U.S. labor force. Firms are presumed to be seeking lower wages and more profit, rather than react-
ing to market demands and labor supply. The fact seems to be ignored that wages for H-lB visa hold-
ers have to meet prevailing U.S. legal criteria and that movement of L and J visa holders means firms
incur considerable relocation costs.

Current demands and practices of firms concerning international personnel do not necessarily trans-
late into proposals to radically overhaul immigration law. Recognition of a disjunction between
entrenched, conventional thinking on the one hand and the demands of global competitiveness on the
other can result in less sweeping proposals.

Immigration law regarding employment-related immigration strongly emphasizes protection of the
U.S. labor force. International movement, as outlined in this report, suggests that another goal deserves

equal recognition and primacy, namely facilitating the international movement of employees. The dual
goals will, to some extent, conflict. But it makes little sense to contend that international personnel
movement does not contribute to the health of the U.S. economy and the national interest. Greater
openness to nonimmigrant visa use for executives, managers, and the highly skilled is a necessity for the
continued health of the American economy.
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In today's environment of global competition, countries where knowledge-based economic activities

are the engines of economic health and growth are not self sufficient in labor. Global firms require

managers with international experience to run international enterprises. The nature of R&D of prod-

ucts and services for an international market requires international teams in research and product

development as well as in marketing.

Firms organize R&D activities in many ways. Some concentrate the bulk of R&D in one or a

few countries. This requires recruitment of foreign nationals to work in those locations. Other firms

have diverse centers of excellence for various technologies used in their businesses. This requires some

recruitment to other countries, but also movement of personnel among centers when a common

problem arises or a synergistic discovery is made. The companies interviewed favor international

teams for R&D for international products and services.

The nature of product introduction also affects personnel decisions on international movement.

A company that has proprietary knowledge may adapt it for a product line in one country or region

to test its marketability. If successful, the company may apply that technology to the product line in

other countries. For example, an appliance manufacturer may have developed a quieter motor for a

vacuum in a European R&D center and introduced it in the European market. A decision to mod-

ify that product for the North American market may require some European R&D staff to transfer

to the U.S. to work on the engineering and manufacturing.

A different scenario develops when a product change is introduced in all of a firm's markets simul-

taneously. If the change is not protected by copyright or patent, the new product must come on mar-

ket at the same time everywhere in order to maximize market share. An example from the personal

product sector is the idea of combining shampoo and conditioner in one bottle. This product inno-

vation required worldwide introduction rather than market by market. The idea itself cannot be pro-

tected and the specific formulation is not an exceedingly difficult technical problem. To take best

advantage of the new product idea, simultaneous worldwide introduction was required. The team

that worked on this multitask problem included persons from many countries and required tempo-

rary relocations until the product was successfully launched.

These two examples illustrate how corporate organization and the nature of the product or ser-

vice are important factors in human resource strategy for personnel movement. Firms expressed the

hope - perhaps unrealizable - of a temporary visa system that recognized the variety of situations

that companies face. Firms need to adapt with innovative personnel solutions to complex business

problems. Yet firms see little flexibility in laq regulation, and implementation. "Agencies want to fit
everything into a narrow definition."

Important conclusions can be drawn for firms and for immigration policy. For firms, human

resource strategy should take account of the kinds of mobility that will be required when the nature
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of tasks and corporate organization require the assembly of international teams. Corporate structure
and distribution of functions by country or region might be altered as an alternative to moving per-
sonnel internationally. For law makers, a policy based on labor self-sufficiency and lacking flexibili-
ty to address new or unusual situations will hamper economic growth. International movement is an
ordinary part of global corporations' strategies to solve problems and improve corporate performance,
and international movement is likely to increase rather than decrease. For immigration law to facili-
tate migration where appropriate, the law has to be flexible. However, the current law's emphasis on
labor protection limits flexible response.

The information presented in this report on J, E, L, and H-1B visas supports the conclusions that
the international movement of personnel does not in all instances lead to permanent migration, and
that international movement does not always result in job competition with American workers. J visa

programs that provide training for personnel from overseas locations or subsidiaries create jobs in the
U.S. L and E visa programs enhance the development of international managers and supervisors, as

well as the transfer of technology within corporations. Tightening transfer of intracompany person-

nel would not result in more opportunity for U.S. workers. Such a ban is more likely to cause firms
to restrict, downsize, or export operations. Other countries in turn might limit the ability of Americans

to work overseas and reduce access of U.S. products and services to foreign markets, leading to further
negative effects for the United States.

However, J and L/E visa programs do not generate great controversy. The major nonimmigrant visa

policy issue is the use of H-1B visas to hire foreign nationals, usually in the sciences and engineering.

Related issues include: U.S. graduate education policy, the nature, duration, and implications of over-

supplies of highly trained persons; the degree of substitutability of science workers; and the roles of busi-
ness in education and training. Firms point to the difficulty in recruiting, which varies by specialty and

region of the United States. They also point to specialties, such as computer-related fields, where

inducements like sponsorship for immigrant status are needed due to the fierce competition for quali-

fied foreign workers, indicators of a tight labor market.

The interviews reveal a mixed picture as to how immigration programs are implemented. Att
respondents accepted the practical need to deal with bureaucracies to obtain visas. But the ease of
obtaining a visa depended on the visa type and the agency dealt with. Respondents felt that H-1B visas

presented the most difficulty generally. The H-1B visa program is the most controversial and contest-

ed of the major nonimmigrant programs that firms use. Delays in dealing with state labor departments

to get prevailing wage approvals was the mqjor source of difficulty, according to respondents.

Firms seemed to prefer letting well enough alone. Most suggestions from study participants called

for better training of government personnel and for enough trained people to avoid backlogs. These

suggestions do not advocate structural changes or overhauls of underlying concepts or policy content.
"It's workable." The most important change firms wish to see is rnaking visa approval procedures quick-
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er and the outcomes more predictable, Firms can live within what seem to be arbitrary government rules
as long as outcomes are predictable and delivered in a timely manner.

Firms reported that they almost inevitably won when they pursued a visa application, even in rhe
face of reviews and appeals. This can lead to the conclusion that the current system is too generous

and may harm the American workforce - sponsoring firms and institutions almost always prevail
and the application procedures and reviews are merely so many hoops that firms jump through. On
the other hand, one could also conclude that the system does work well - firms do not bother to file
applications that they know will not be approved, and the cost of international relocation and visa

applications motivates sponsoring employers to stay within the confines of the policy set by Congress

and implemented by federal agencies.

Respondents shied away from suggesting substantive policy changes because they fear opening a

Pandora's box. A wholesale review of labor-related immigration could lead to tightened access to non-
immigrant visas. To respondents it seems safer to suggest marginal changes of immigration law to
facilitate entry.

Respondents universally agreed that the government policy makers, the bureaucrats who imple-
ment the law, and the general public do not understand how the "real world" of business works in
regard to recruitment and staffing in a global environment. But corporate America has not devoted

significant resources to send accurate and informative messages on these issues. " [W. should be] sell-

ing the benefits to the U.S. economy of business immigration." Corporations are quite capable of lob-
bying and getting a message across in the face of unwanted legislation. Consider the much publicized
and successful visits to Capitol Hitt of industry leaders like BiU Gates to lobby in favor of dropping
some business-related provisions from precursor bills that led to the 1996 Illegal Immigration Reform
and Individual Responsibility Act, IIRAIRA. But a last minute legislative fix is not the best long-term
strategy for developing a business immigration policy to increase American economic growth and

ensure its global competitiveness.

Getting involved in ongoing policy forums on immigration may be advantageous in helping to
set agendas and define limits that are acceptable to major stakeholders like corporate America in
immigration legislation. Firms have not usually been invited to the table to participate in studies and
discussions of immigration policy, nor have they been particularly aggressive in getting to those tables.

Current government/business discussion of the shortage of IT workers is a step in the right direction.
Withln firms there is also a question of the priority of human resources issues, including international
movement of personnel, among top leadership. It is not clear that corporate leadership would agree

with the following assessment from a leading text on managing global firms (Pucik,1992, p.61).

In today's business environment, the traditional sources of competitive advantage cannot provide

a sustainable edge. Low production cost, technology, and access to capital have become necessary, but
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not sufficient, conditions for success. Instead, contemporary approaches to global business strategies

point to core competencies, invisible assets, and organizational capabilities as key factors influencing
long-term success in global markets. Thus, we are witnessing a renewed interest in human resource

management as a major strategic tool that can uphold the competitive position of a global firm.

It is not clear that firms in the United States, including American firms and foreign firms with
U.S. operations, will participate to a greater degree in future discussions of immigration policy.

Discussions of such issues take place in a variety of venues. At the level of policy analysis and policy
influentials, meetings at think tanks, universities, and scientific gatherings need participation by busi-

ness. Reporting about the role played by business immigration in the success of new start up com-
panies, innovation, product development, and overseas market penetration must move from business

magazines to the general circulation media. Unless international movement of human resources

becomes a higher priority for corporate leadership, the involvement of firms will stay low key. U.S.
business faces a large, but feasible, job of political representation and public education in support of
sound business immigration policy.



CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATIONS



The recommendations that flow from the interviews reported on here are modest. Most concern firms,

but some involve other actors. Some relate to changes in law and its implementation.

High profile executives need to act as spokespersons and spotlight successful employees who are

international personnel. Firms have learned to tout their contributions to protect the environment. So

too, a favorable climate for global business needs a positive image of international personnel movement

as part of job creation and overall health of the American economy. Firms need to have their interests

and positions on immigration matters better understood by policy makers and the public. Business

should become more involved in policy forums to make their views better known to the communities

that ana$ze and shape policy and law. With a more enlightened awareness of business interests, leg-

islative proposals are more likely to take their views into account and certainly less likely to propose what
seems outrageous or short-sighted to firms.

Firms need to begin, or in some cases to continue, to address the implications of globalization for
their human resource function. Scholars need to carry out comparative studies of highly skilled migra-

tion from and to industrial countries. This will provide the information firms need to assess the immi-
gration environment in which recruitment, retention, and rewards take place, in order to see the oppor-
tunities and obstacles that immigration law and regulation present in different country settings. Firms

may wish to address ways to improve the immigration environments in the countries in which they

operate and to see how corporate goals can best be achieved given the political realities. One important

concern is how governments perceive immigration's impact on their citizens.

Scholars in human resource management in business schools should document best practice in
operating a corporate immigration program. Scholars can bring the "nuts and bolts" of immigration

law and practice to bear in assessing how to develop and implement human resource strategies that
involve international personnel movement. Professional meetings of human resource personnel already

include sessions on how to develop an immigration function, sharing all sorts of detail on staffing, soft-

ware, relating legal and human resource functions, handling various aspects of applications, and the ben-

efits and costs of using internal legal staff versus outside lawyers for visa matters. The information is

available now to document and to analyze the implications of the growth in international personnel

movement for corporations and other employers.
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The issue of inconsistency in the implementation of the law arose in a number of the interviews. It
is an open secret that different offices of federal agencies produce different results in immigration mat-

ters. And different agencies do not always agree on interpretations of law or regulations. Agencies, how-

ever, can take a leaf from service business's book and make standardization and quality control top pri-
orities. Interagency liaison on standardization programs is essential. Further, attention is required to
the current backlogs holding up cases almost certain to be approved. Eliminating unnecessary steps,

adding stafi and legislating a limit on response time could all improve service.

Firms perceive that the labor attestation and labor certification procedures do not work, yet they

tend to throw up their hands about the situation. Dissatisfaction with labor review procedures is wide-

spread among firms, policy makers, and analysts, as well as in the agencies that implement the proce-

dures. The time may be ripe for serious review of the attestation and labor certification procedures.

These reviews should be separate because labor certification for permanent residence and the LCA for
H-lBs are quite different in goals, operation, and specific problems. As noted, moving responsibility

for review of LCAs from the Department of Labor to the Immigration Service as part of the INS review

of an H-lB application can solve some of the problem. Investigation of complaints about LCAs can

remain in DOL with its enforcement expertise in this area.

A number of interviewees suggested that the H-18 visa category also have a blanket approval fea-

ture similar to the L visa blanket approval. The blanket approval for certain job categories could be peri-

odically reviewed to make sure that U.S. workers who qualify are not excluded from hiring opportuni-
ties. To aid firms that encounter shortages of skill sets, a blanket program could reduce unnecessary steps

or steps recognized as pro forma activities. A periodic review of a blanket approval rather than a case by

case review would be more efficient and less costly for all concerned.

The long experience with L visas and the move to blanket certification of qualifying firms for L visa

approval provides a model for blanket approval for firms to obtain H-18 visas for their new employees.

Careful screening and approval procedures for granting blanket approval can facilitate legitimate busi-

ness and other private sector use of H-lB visas, just as blanket certification procedures do for intra-

company transferees, while maintaining safeguards to protect the American workforce from unwarrant-

ed use of the H-18 visa procedure.

There is a connection between LCAs and labor certification, namely H-1B visa holders do adjust

status to permanent resident alien with some frequency. The LCA and the experience gained while
an employee is on an H-18 visa ought to have some weight in the labor certification process.

Many respondents saw wasteful duplication when they wanted to sponsor an H-18 employee for
permanent residence. "We do the LCA up-front and then we recruit for the job they are already in

[as part of labor certification if an employee is to adjust status to permanent immigrant]." Further,

skill and experience gained while in the H-18 status cannot be used as part of the qualifications when
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adjusting from the H-18 to immigrant status. That is why firms that intend to hire H-1Bs for the
long term and eventually sponsor them for immigrant status make a determination at hiring that the
person at that time has the requisite skills to qualify for labor certification. Firms also resent that,
although they cannot use skills and experience gained while in the H visa status, a competitor can use
that experience gained at the first employer if the competitor hires the employee and sponsors him or
her for permanent status. As one respondent stated about not being able to use experience and skill
gained while on an H-1B to qualify for permanent residence: "There's no rationale for it."

Consistency and timely response are standards by which to evaluate whether the procedures are
working. Once consistency and timely response are the norms, it will be possible to assess whether
these labor reviews to obtain visas actually protect jobs that citizens and current legal permanent res-
idents are able, willing, and available to fill.

The H-18 category has an annual cap of 65,000 visas. The cap is arbitrary and in no way related
to demand, labor force realities, or skill shortages. And, as noted, Congress inserted the 65,000 cap
without public hearings or discussion of the implications. The cap currently causes an artificial situa-
tion when it is reached before the end of the fiscal year. Firms can often hire foreign nationals fresh from
graduate programs because student visa holders have a one year practical training allotment, but some
new hires have already used some or all of that one year for practical training. If the new hire has some
practical training time left, the applicant may be able to be brought on board and work until the new
fiscal year opens (on October 1) and a fresh 65,000 H-1B visas are available. The cap has no real effect
except to multiply paperwork and the monitoring costs of firms. The cap was reached before the end
of fiscal year 1997' Due to cumulating backlogs, the cap witl be reached earlier and earlier each year.
The problem needs addressing now before it starts to wreck havoc with recruitment and personnel plan-
ning.

Respondents had a number of individual proposals whose relevance for other firms is difficult to
determine. Many of these were quite technical and dealt with specific groups, such as citizens of Mexico
and Canada affected by NAFTA provisions and the nationals of countries with visa waivers. These issues
are perhaps best dealt with in meetings between corporate and institutional representatives and federal
agencies. Such meetings now take place on a regular basis to allow on-going exchange of information
and follow up on problems.

This report closes with two modest legislative proposals related to the L visa. Spouses of intracom-
pany transferees should receive employment authorization if the applicant's country of citizenship or res-
idence reciprocates for U.S. citizen spouses of intracompany transferees. The numbers and the impact
on the U'S. labor market ought to be minimal, but the benefit to firms that do international career train-
ing could be quite important. Children of L-1 visa holders should be able to retain their L-2 visa status
if they are full time students through age 25 and be given one year after completion of studies for prac-
tical training and to launch their career, the same provisions as F student visa holders currently enjoy.
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This research report is based on interviews with firms in many sectors and with headquarters in many
regions of the U.S. It is meant to stimulate discussion and to expand the active interest in intemational
personnel movement beyond that of specialists. Firms have developed new human resource practices
in response to competitive pressures. Immigration policy has lagged behind. There are information
gaps as well as different preferences about trends in the type and amount of international personnel
movement, as well as the pace of change. A broader airing is needed in firms, in the federal govern-
ment, and among the public.



APPENDIX A

Participating Firms

Deloitte and Touche, LLP

Dlgital Equipment Corporation

Eastman Chemical Company

Eastman Kodak Company

Ford Motor Company

Intel Corporation

Ingersoll-Rand

The Procter & Gamble Company

Whlte Consolidated Industries (Electrolux)
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APPENDIX B
Nonimmigrant Visas

The following list provides just the main categories for nonimmigrant visas. Some visas have a sub-
grouping for the spouse and children of the principal visa holder; others mix the principal applicant
and dependents in the same category. This makes it difficult to compare the impact of various non-
immigrant visas on the labor force.

A Foreign government officials and families

B- 1 Temporary visitor for business

B-Z Temporary visitor for pleasure

C Aliens in transit

E- 1 Ti^eaty traders and their families

E-2 teaty investors and their families

F Foreign students

M Vocational students

G Representatives (and their families) to international organizations

H-18 Specialty occupations

H-ZA Agricultural workers

H-28 Nonagricultural workers performing temporary services

O Workers with extraordinary ability/achievement and their assistants

P Internationally recognized athletes, artists and entertainers in exchange

programs or culturally unique programs

a Workers in international cultural exchange programs

R Workers in religious occupations

I Representatives (and their families) of foreign media

J Exchange visitors

K Fiances(ees) of U.S. citizens

L Intracompany transferees

N NATO officials

TNProfessional workers, North American Free Tiade Agreement
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